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1. Vented Housing & Platform 



  

Septic Solutions, Inc. has these Housings and Platforms manufactured 
specifically for the SepAerator™. They are roto-molded plastic 
products that are designed to last many years sitting outside in various 
weather conditions. These products will withstand the strong Ultra-
violet rays of the sun, extreme hot or cold weather, as well as keep 
your air pump out of rain or snow. The Platform has plenty of bracing 

underneath ensuring whatever heavy air pump is placed on it will not cause it to bow or 
sag. The Platform also has in each of the 4 corners a small area that extends ¾ of an inch 
above the base where the Housing attaches. This is part of the design to allow plenty of 
air to flow between the Housing and the Platform. It further allows for any water or snow 
that might get inside to escape. At both ends of each Housing are 2 eight inch aluminum 
vents for additional ventilation. One of the most important things anyone can do to 
protect their investment in a new air pump is to make sure that air pump does not run to 
hot. Inadequate ventilation can and will cause pre-mature failure of any air pump. The 
SepAerator™ Housing and Platform was specifically designed and built for the sole 
purpose of protecting and ventilating our air pumps The Housing has curved edges and a 
rolling curved top, which adds significantly to its strength. These curved features make 
the molds much expensive to build than square or flat surfaces but when you see the 
product we know you’ll agree it was well worth the extra expense. 

  

2. Hiblow Air Pump 
  

The SepAerator™ uses only top quality air pumps that are designed 
and proven to run trouble free for many years. These air pumps are 
both UL Listed and CE Approved. They also come in a weatherproof 
housing meaning that you could actually just sit these pumps outside 
and the weather conditions would not affect them, however we highly 
recommend they sit in our Vented Housing and Platform as described 
above. Our most popular air pump is the Hiblow pump that was 

designed to run 24 hours per day and based on our 7 years experience with these pumps 
run for approximately 5 years before the diaphragms would need to be replaced. 
Naturally Septic Solutions, Inc. has those replacement parts for sale on our 
www.septicsolutions.com website for approximately $100. They are easy to change and 
once changed the Hiblow pump should run another 4 or 5 years trouble free. We also 
offer Medo Piston pumps on some of our packages, which are also tested and proven to 
run in the 5 year range trouble free. At that time the pistons can be replaced for about the 
same price as the Hiblow parts and can also be found at our above website. The Air 
Pumps are the workhorse of any aerobic system and serious consideration should be 
given to the type of air pump coming with your conversion equipment. There are many 
cheaper air pumps available but it has been our experience that some of these cheaper 
pumps experience diaphragm failure within the first 2 years of operation. Both the 
Hiblow and Medo pumps, based on our 20 years experience in the aerobic industry are by 



far the best. They do come in different sizes and can be sized to fit just about any specific 
application. Whether it is an average home or a large campground handling many 
thousands of gallons of wastewater per day a SepAerator™ package can readily be 
designed to fit your needs. Call our experienced staff for any questions. 217-925-5992  

  

3. Self-Positioning Diffuser Assembly 



  

The SepAerator™ Wonderfuser diffuser assembly performs multiple 
tasks. First it self-positions itself and sits solidly on the bottom of the 
septic tank ensuring that the air is introduced at a consistent height 
inside each and every septic tank. The Wonderfuser was purposely 
designed to be very heavy on the bottom and lightweight on the top. 

This means that the top is buoyant and when lowered into a septic tank full of effluent. 
Even on its side, once it touches the bottom the top will want to float up while the base 
remains firm on the bottom of the tank. This action actually causes the Wonderfuser to 
stand upright and in the position it must be in to operate correctly. No need to worry 
about getting it just right as it will by design work itself into the proper operating 
position. With a heavy base weighing approximately 12 pounds or more it cannot do 
anything other than stay in the proper upright position.  
 
Secondly and very importantly anyone who has done any testing on these types of 
systems would understand that when oxygen is introduced into a septic tank the bubbles 
of oxygen created immediately want to rise straight to the top. I liken this action to 
holding a large beach ball under the water at your favorite beach or swimming pool and 
releasing it. The beach ball will shoot quickly to the top of the water and even exit. The 
same thing happens to the oxygen being introduced into a septic tank by an aerobic 
conversion system. Once the oxygen reaches the top it is lost and will no longer promote 
the growth of aerobic bacteria. Some conversion systems introduce oxygen high in the 
tank to begin with through their diffuser meaning that everything below their diffuser is 
receiving little or no oxygen. No oxygen in the bottom of the septic tank means no 
aerobic bacteria in that part of the septic tank. 
 
The SepAerator™ Wonderfuser introduces oxygen some 10 inches off the bottom of a 
septic tank through a series of 48 orifices angled downward at approximately 35 degrees 
from top to bottom. When the air passes through these orifices just like other diffusers the 
air bubbles want to go straight up. Some 15 inches off the bottom of the tank the 
Wonderfuser has a deflection area that all the rising air bubbles must hit and rather than 
going straight to the top is deflected outward 360 degrees around the diffuser. This allows 
the oxygen to stay in the tank much longer than other systems. Secondly the deflector 
creates a rolling action in the tank. This rolling action provides a very important function 
that causes the combined air and water movement to act somewhat like an oversized 
household blender. 
 
Unique to the SepAerator™ Wonderfuser, by utilizing this deflected rolling action most 
solids that come into the tank are broken down into very small particles within 30 
seconds. When those solids are rapidly broken into small particles that are continually 
moving inside the tank, aerobic bacteria generated by sufficient oxygen being put inside 
the tank, can quickly and easily attach themselves to those small particles. Much smaller 
and moving particles can be found and devoured by these aerobic bacteria very quickly. 
In summary the SepAerator™ Wonderfuser diffuser assembly: 



a) Introduces oxygen close to the bottom of a septic tank  
b) Deflects those air bubbles keeping them in the liquid much longer 
c) Breaks most waste solids down into small particles usually within 30 seconds 
d) Continually circulates those small particles allowing aerobic bacteria to quickly 
find and devour them. Naturally very small particles can be devoured much quicker 
than large solids 

  

4. Spa-Flex Air Line 
  

The spa-flex air line is made up of a very high grade material that 
is very strong and flexible. Its flexibility allows for easy 
installation in even the most difficult of circumstances. Simply 
screw the threaded adapter we send already attached to the air line 
into the fitting already installed in the top of the diffuser. Lower 
the diffuser into the tank using the spa-flex and even swing it over 
into position if necessary. Curve the line up through the opening 
and out the side and then up and into the bottom of the housing 

where the other end hooks to the air pump. It cannot be much easier than that. This spa-
flex can be glued to ½ schedule 40 pvc pipe if you want to extend the pump to a remote 



location. It is extremely tough and durable ensuring that it will deliver air from the pump 
to the diffuser trouble free for many years to come. 

  

5. Patent Pending Air Particle Recirculator 
  

As mentioned in the prior Diffuser information the SepAerator™ will 
rapidly break waste solids down into small particles. In order to produce 
the cleanest effluent possible the SepAerator™ Premium Package comes 
with our patent pending Air Particle Recirculator. The aforementioned 
small particles that are moving around in the septic tank will naturally 
float towards the discharge area. The Recirculator, which consists of a 6 
inch filter assembly, large fiber filter, and an air diffusion system located 
just above the inlet, will eliminate any of those particles from discharging 
into the secondary treatment system or pre-maturely clog the filter.  
 
By introducing air (from the same air pump that feeds the diffuser 

assembly) just above the inlet of the discharge outlet we can force all the small broken 
down particles away from the discharge area keeping them out of the filter. Once blown 
away from the discharge area those particles will be caught up in the diffuser rolling 
action ensuring a quick breakdown. Naturally when you have a large fiber filter in a 
septic tank you have a major advantage of keeping anything but clean effluent from 
discharging, which will dramatically improve how your secondary treatment system 
works.  
 
We recommend that this filter on the SepAerator™ Premium package be cleaned every 3 
to 6 months, however we have found that many of these Air Recirculators are going more 
than a year between cleanings with some going indefinitely. Filter cleaning is so simple it 
only takes a minute or two. With only clean effluent being discharged to the secondary 
treatment system the clogging bio-mat will breakdown much quicker allowing this very 
clean effluent to much more readily be absorbed into even marginal soils.  

The SepAerator™, when installed into an existing septic tank, many of which are single 
compartment tanks, utilizes this patent pending air particle recirculator to perform the 
same function as a settling compartment in a Class 1 Aerobic Treatment Unit. Without it 
filters would need to be cleaned much more often. Without a filter some particles will 
pass through the system and go into the secondary treatment system where they would 
need to be broken down. This will work fine but if one is interested in the best results 
achievable the SepAerator™ Premium Package with the air particle recirculator is a 
combination. 



  

6. Outlet Extender 
  

The outlet extender comes with the SepAerator™ Premium Package and will make it 
easy to install the Air Particle Recirculator to the outlet line located just inside the septic 
tank. Many of these septic tanks have a pipe baffle or a concrete baffle each of which can 
easily be removed when installing the equipment. Many times the 4 inch pipe exiting the 
septic tank does not extend into the tank far enough to mount the Recirculator. The Outlet 
Extender easily solves this problem by being a little smaller in diameter on its outlet end, 
which enables you to start it just inside the discharge pipe and drive it in with a hammer. 
By design it will lock in place an allow for a simple hookup of the Recirculator. 

  

7. Airline Adapter Fitting 
  

The Airline Adapter Fitting only comes with the SepAerator™ Premium package and 
easily hooks into the spa-flex somewhere above the liquid level in the tank or just outside 
the tank. Once installed in the spa-flex the smaller air-line can be attached and ran over to 
the fitting already located on top of the Air Particle Recirculator providing sufficient air 
from the air pump to properly operate the diffusion system on the Outlet assembly. 
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